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THE ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE (MV ) OF TYPE AB RR LYRAE STARSKINMAN, T. D.Kitt Peak National Observatory, NOAO,y P.O.Box 26732, Tuson, Arizona 85726, USA;email: kinman�noao.edu
RR Lyrae stars are ommonly used as traers of the halo population in both galatiand extragalati work. Suh studies require a knowledge of their absolute magnitude Mv.If their metalliity is known, it has been ustomary to use an empirial linear relation interms of [Fe/H℄: Mv = A[Fe=H℄ +B (1)Chaboyer (1999) gives 0.23 and 0.93 while Caiari (2002) gives 0.23 and 0.92 for theoeÆients A and B, respetively. These values are onsistent with the widely-used LMCmodulus of 18.50�0.10 (Freedman et al., 2001), van der Marel et al. (2002)). If we assumea mean RR Lyrae metalliity of �1.6, these relations give an hMvi of +0.55 or +0.56 withan unertainty of about �0.10 mag.; this is in the middle of the range of reent diretdeterminations of the Mv of type ab RR Lyrae stars (Popowski & Gould, 1999).Kov�as & Walker (2001) have given an empirial expression for Mv in terms of theperiod (P) and Fourier oeÆients (A1 and A3) of the variables:Mv = �1:876 logP � 1:158A1 + 0:821A3 +K (2)Here K is a onstant whih must be determined. Benedit et al. (2002) derived an Mv of+0.61�0.10 for RR Lyrae itself from a parallax derived from HST data; this orrespondsto a modulus (orreted for extintion) of 7.06. RR Lyrae shows a 41-day modulationof its amplitude (Blazhko e�et) and the amplitude of this modulation also varies overa 4-year period (Detre & Szeidl, 1973). Jursik et al. (2002) have examined the FourieroeÆients of RR Lyrae and shown that they only orrespond to those of a normal type abstar when both RR Lyrae has the maximum amplitude of its 41-day yle and when theamplitude of the 4-year yle is at a minimum. Observations that ful�l this ondition weremade by Hardie (1955) in the interval JD 2 434 553 to JD 2 434 560. The orrespondingyles in Hardie's data are 34749 to 34761 (using Walraven's period of 0.56683735 days).The Fourier oeÆients A1 and A3 derived from this portion of Hardie's data are 0.31539and 0.09768, respetively. Using these in eqn. (2), one �nds K = 0.43.One an hek this result by omparing the absolute magnitudes derived by eqn. (2)against those obtained from eqn. (1) using a group of nearby RR Lyrae stars that haveboth well-determined Fourier oeÆients and also known metalliities. There are 73 typeab stars whose Fourier oeÆients are given by Jursik & Kov�as (1996) that also haveyThe National Optial Astronomy Observatories are operated by the Assoiation of Universities for Researh in Astron-omy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Founda tion
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[Fe/H℄ given by Layden et al. (1996). For these one an alulate both Mv(Four) fromeqn. 2 with K = 0.43, and also Mv(Fe) from eqn. (1) using Caiari's oeÆients. Thedi�erenes (� Mv = Mv(Four) � Mv(Fe)), are plotted in Fig. 1 against (a) log P and(b) metalliity [Fe/H℄. Eight of these variables (shown by rosses in Fig. 1) have peuliarrelations between their Fourier omponents aording to Jursik & Kov�as (1996); two ofthese AN Ser ( P = 0:d52 days, [Fe/H℄ = �0.04) and TV Lib ( P = 0:d27 days, [Fe/H℄ =�0.27) learly show abnormally large �Mv in Fig. 1. The satter in �Mv is larger forstars of longer period and lower metalliity. This is understandable sine the longer periodstars have lower amplitudes and so their Fourier oeÆients will be less well determined fora given photometri auray. Similarly, the metalliities will be more poorly determinedin the lower metalliity stars whose lines are weaker. Additionally, there may be physialdi�erenes between the Oosterho� I and II populations that ontribute to this inreaseddispersion. Omitting the eight stars that have peuliar relations between their FourieroeÆients, the remaining 65 stars have a mean value of �Mv of +0.010�0.008 with anrms deviation for a single star of 0.063 mag. If one inludes all these stars exept AN Serand TV Lib, the mean value of �Mv is +0.007� 0.008 with an rms deviation for a singlestar of 0.066 mag. Thus the two ways of estimating Mv for type ab RR Lyrae stars givevery similar results in this sample of 71 stars.There will be ases where neither [Fe/H℄ is known nor is it possible to get the Fourieromponents from the light urves with suÆient auray. One annot simply replaethe expression ontaining the Fourier oeÆients (in eqn. 2) with a onstant beausethis expression shows some orrelation with log P. An adjustment must be made to theoeÆient of log P to allow for this; one then gets:Mv = �1:619 logP + 0:20 (3)Calling this absolute magnitude Mv(Per), the di�erenes ÆMv = Mv(Per) � Mv(Fe) werealulated and are plotted in Fig. 2 against (a) log P and (b) [Fe/H℄ for all 73 stars in theJursik & Kov�as sample. None of the eight stars that have peuliar Fourier oeÆients(shown in Fig. 2 by rosses) are anomalous in this plot. For all 73 stars the mean valueof ÆMv is �0.003�0.006 mag. with an rms deviation for a single star of 0.048 mag. Forthis sample of stars therefore, eqn. (3) is at least as good an estimator of Mv as eqn (2),although there appears to be a slight trend of ÆMv with [Fe/H℄.A semi-empirial relation for Mv in terms of log P and the blue amplitude of thevariable (AB) has been given by Castellani & De Santis (1994) and was further disussedby De Santis & Cassisi (2002). Now AB orrelates with log P, and so eqn. (3) an alsobe regarded as a simpli�ed version of suh relationsThe three empirial relations given by equations (1), (2) and (3) allow alternative waysof �nding Mv for a sample of RR Lyrae stars that may be used (and ompared) dependingon the observational data that is available. They are generally onsistent with a widelyused modulus (18.50) for the LMC.Aknowledgements: I would like to thank Dr Carla Caiari for helpful omments onthis work and also Dr Christine Clement for the use of her program for the Fourier analysisof the light-urves.

yFor early disussions of suh relations see Sandage (1958) and Kinman (1959)..
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Figure 1. The magnitude di�erene �Mv as a funtion (a) of logP and (b) [Fe/H℄

Figure 2. The magnitude di�erene ÆMv as a funtion (a) of logP and (b) [Fe/H℄
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